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Executive Summary

Pilot 3 is one of the examples of the output of MixedEmotions’ project on emotion recognition,
and  deals  with  Call  Center  operation.  This  document,  Deliverable  6.6,  describes  Phonexia
Platform for Call Centers, the Speech Analytic Platform SPAS, and the implementation of the
emotion recognition modules.  It  also addresses  other related issues like the  REST server for
calling specific modules, the load balancer for distributing processing and optimal workload of
computing infrastructure, gender and age recognition for better analysis and for conditioning the
output and Speech To Text (STT) to a faster and deeper analysis. 

1 Introduction

The first part of the document describes Phonexia’s Speech Analytic Platform for Call Centers
monitoring (SPAS).  It starts with the Call Centers operation description, use case definition and
technical details about the platform. Next screenshots of the application itself are shown, together
with the description of how to use it and set it up. Next part describes the implementations and
visualizations of the emotion recognition developed with the project partners within this project.
We created 3 modules of acoustic emotion recognition since the beginning of the project and all
three were implemented and tested with SPAS. We also added sentiment recognition in the output
of our Speech To Text module. 

In the Call Centers (CC), and also in this document, some key terms are used. They are defined as
follows:

͎ client - is a person who contacts / is contacted by the Call Centers because for some

wanted services or products

͎ agent - is a staff member in contact with the client and trying to fulfill its requirements

͎ supervisor - is a direct superior of the agents, responsible for the motivation and  results

of his team

2 SPAS - Speech Analytics Platform
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SPAS  is  a  solution  for  Call  Centers  allowing  automated  analysis  of  all  calls  using  speech
technologies. With this solution, we can dramatically improve the quality and efficiency while
reducing  cost  of  supervision  of  the  calls.  Additionally,  the  calls  contain  other  interesting
information, such as demographic information about client, that was not used before, because it
was too expensive to acquire.

2.1 Introduction

There are huge amount of calls per day in Call Centers (see the table below). The supervisor of a
Call Center manages to manually inspect about 1-3% of the calls on random bases. The checking
is performed manually by supervisors, at a cost of approximately 4 EUR per call for the CC. With
SPAS, we developed solutions where 100% of the calls is automatically processed and ranked.
For the CC, this means that the supervision costs can be either reduced, or much more efficiently
used for problematic calls that would have otherwise remained undetected.

CC size S M L XL

Amount [min] / per
month

20 000 100 000 300 000 700 000
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size of Call Centers in Czech  Republic

Part of the success of CC marketing campaigns lies in targeting the right people at the right time.
For instance, the CC has to ensure that they are calling right people targeted by the campaign’s
guidelines. With SPAS, the CC will be able to automatically verify the identity of the person
called (provided that the client was contacted before) and to gain key data for the marketing
campaign: age range segment, gender, reaction speed, etc.

SPAS Solution automatically analyzes 100% of calls - identifies and analyzes critical places in
calls, evaluate agents’ efficiency in a team scope, gets detailed statistics from all calls and key
information about clients (e.g. estimate the age and gender of the speaker). We added the emotion
recognition module from MixedEmotions’ project to the SPAS. This helps to detect problematic
calls which were not spotted before. In this document a specific section describes more in detail
this use-case (3 Emotions in SPAS).

2.2 Use-cases

SPAS helps users in many different ways, and each new client usually comes up with a new
requirement that can be added to Phonexia’s solutions. But mostly it is used in the following use-
cases:

CLIENT’S speech:

͎ outbound - marketing research - opinion poll

͎ inbound - reason of the call - divided into categories

͎ client response / satisfaction - positive, negative, neutral

͎ tracking trends

͎ getting information about demographic elements (age / gender of a client)
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AGENT’S speech – control of:

͎ compliance call script

͎ communication standards - process of handling objections / argumentation / forbidden

phrases 

͎ suitable offer according to metadata (e.g. offer another product, if the client has met the

conditions)

DIALOGUE: 

͎ providing  approval  on  legislative  issues  (card  activation,  money transfer,  monitoring,

etc.)

2.3 Technical details about the platform 

SPAS is a web based application written in Java EE and Javascript.  The web server runs on
Tomcat  server  and uses  MySql  database.  Many frameworks are  used,  for  example  -  Spring,
MyBatis, Wicket, Dozer, Birt, etc. 

SPAS is  an  all  in  one  solution  which  encapsulates  speech technologies.  Outputs  from these
technologies are used for further speech analytics - Workflow, Visual Analytics, Dashboards, etc. 

SPAS includes the following technologies: 

͎ Acoustic Keyword Spotting (KWS)

͎ Transcription (STT = speech to text)

͎ Age Estimator (AE)

͎ Gender Identification (GI)
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͎ Language Identification (LI)

͎ Speaker Identification (SI)

͎ Time Analysis Extractor (TAE) - basic time statistics - who and when was speaking, how

long, how quickly, detects pauses / cross-talks in a speech

Most  of  the  processing  and checking  of  the  calls  is  done  by  KWS.  The  software works by
analyzing the content of clients' and agents' speech - the words and phrases they use, its ordering,
and the questions they ask - as well as the context of the call and their intonation.

The best solution would be here to run STT instead of KWS, as STT yields better recognition
performance. However, STT is much slower - about 1 real-time  (1 minute of audio = 1 minute of
CPU time). This is a big problem in real deployment because of the requirements on the Call
Center  computing  infrastructure.  This  is   the  reason  why  KWS  is  used  in  most  of  our
deployments.

Hardware requirements depend on the types and quantity of the used speech technologies. The
amount of instances of the individual technologies is defined by the client's requirement on the
number of recordings processed per a day. The length of the recording and number of analyzed
keywords are very important too. Next figure shows the influence of the KWS engine on the
number of processed keywords and its Real-Time (RT) processing (50 means 50 times faster than
real-time). We can see that KWS, with more than 1000 keywords, reaches about 1 RT processing.
In such scenario, it is better to deploy STT and take other benefits of speech transcription as well.
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As an example, the following table shows the real traffic from two Call Centers Phonexia is
working with.

Call Center # Recordings per day

[pcs]

# Recordings length
[s]

# Recordings
processed by KWS

[%]

A 10 000 140 54

B 850 95 99
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2.4 First steps with SPAS

SPAS is designed to have a user friendly and easy to use interface. A lot of interesting data in the
recordings can be obtained only by uploading them to the campaign. The first step is to process
them by Time Analysis Extractor. Users can already see many interesting results even without any
specific settings (cross-talks, detection of silent, speed of speech, reaction times, etc.).

Other  technologies  however  can  not  be  blindly  run,  and  have  to  be  adjusted  for  particular
campaign. There are only three main and simple key steps for analysis settings in the SPAS:

1. defining keywords / group of keywords - the sources for this list can be different, it
depends on the use-case (control  of  the  script  /  forbidden phrases  /  negation /  client
reaction / mention of competition ...)

2. creating a workflow = defining the conditions under which words from step one have /
do not have to be said

͎ definition  nodes  of  workflow = specification  of  when /  where  /  who  /  what

should be said including timing and logical sequence

͎ specification of call categories / metadata for using the workflow

͎ in  this  document,  a  special  section describes  more  this  step  (2.5.2 Workflow

management) 

3. setting up jobs and sources  =  in this step a user defines which recordings have to be
analyzed

͎ selection and settings of the campaign (inbound / outbound, mono / stereo etc.)
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͎ creating and setting a job (period / which technologies and workflows have to be

used)

 

When the job is saved and run, all workflows’ settings and groups of keywords are fixed. No
other changes to the settings will affect the ongoing analysis. These will be used in newly created
jobs.

2.5 Visualization

2.5.1 GUI

There are three basic part in the GUI of SPAS on many pages:

 

1. MAIN MENU contains two parts:

͎ 1A (see picture) is the layout for analysis

͎ 1B (see picture) is the layout of the application and users

2.   FILTERING MENU 

- there are different possibilities of filtering criteria on every page, but the choice 
is most often Campaign / Period / Agent / Supervisor / Job / Workflow
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3.   DASHBOARD

                                                                                                campaign summary         

                                          

 is the part related to the analysis (settings + getting results) - user have these selections:

͎ Sources - the page presents a complete view of the recordings’ sources that are prepared

in the file system to be processed by SPAS, as well as all settings for analyses (defining
keywords / workflows / campaigns)

͎ Records -  the  menu mainly  provides  the  filtering  of  individual  recordings  including

results, along with the settings of the statistics’ criteria for the campaign, and the results
for this in the graphs. Here are some screenshots of some of the screens:
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records page

  statistics page
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͎ Eval  Forms -  the  menu provides  system support  for  manual  evaluation:  creation  of

forms, planners, and sites for the evaluation. In the CC, manual evaluation are still used
for small part of the controls (e.g. soft skills - proactivity, client access) - they can thus
use this part of the application and create forms on the controls and planner, which is the
definition of some parameters (which campaign, period, who is response for control).
Supervisors  only open appropriate  page and start  evaluation  -  the  system selects  the
appropriate recordings, displays form for evaluation and audio player with the results of
automatic analysis.

͎ Campaign Summary  -  this  page presents summarized results  for the campaigns and

agents of specific period - it can also quickly compare outcomes from two periods and
calculates  the  percentage  of  improvement  /  deterioration.  On this  page,  the  user  can
compare results of the automatic analysis and the manual evaluation (see the last two
columns).

campaign summary - agents' results
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͎ Reports -  the page contains a filter  for the automatic generation of report and has a

section to set up the automatic emails with this reports. There are many reports (different
views  of  the  results  for  speech  statistic,  keyword  spotting,  manual  evaluation,
demographic information). The user can set up the frequency of emails together with the
type of report wanted, and targeted email addresses. An example of such report can be
seen in the following pictures. It shows the analysis of the calls given the topic and the
demographic  information  (age  and  gender),  as  well  as   whether  the  call  script  was
successful or not,  or statistics of calls per agent.

report example - demographic
information
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report example - successfulness of the call script

report example - statistics of calls per agent

1B:  is  the  section  for  managing  user  accounts  (options  are  listed  below)  and  also  gives
information about the application (version, contact for technical support) 
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Settings of the users and their roles. There is also the possibility to register
a new user, but this is accessible by quality manager only. 

- setting of password, language, email, campaigns, role and change name

- specification of prefered options which will  be automatically filled in
search 

- creation of a new account of user (accessible for QM)

- check of actual package (accessible for QM)

There are two basic roles in SPAS:

͎ SUPERVISOR (SV) is the default set to every user - this role has access to the results

(also create reports) and the evaluation of the recordings

͎ QUALITY MANAGER (QM) has an access to the entire application - definings all the

analysis settings / the manual evaluation / creating new users / setting the rights of the
supervisors

2.5.2  Workflow management

This section extends more in detail section 2.4 with explanations of the settings of the workflow
management. The core function for it is Keyword spotting. Every workflow consists of nodes and
connections.

node  -  represents  one  analysis  in  the  recording  (keywords  in  certain  place  of  the
recording) - for every node, there is a specification of when / where / who / what  should
be said including timing and logical sequence.
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connection  -  is  the  oriented  connector  between two nodes,  which  presents  a  logical
relation, ie. the node, where the connection is entered, depends on the node where the
connection starts

workflow
creator

          specification for 
node
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For every recording, it is possible to use many differents workflows. It depends on what the user
needs to control in the recordings (it  can be used for checking of the call  categories, control
scripts ... - more about it at 2.5 Use-cases)

Record detail page - shows the results of the workflows, and the outputs of other technologies
like transcriptions. Results are divided into two channels for stereo recordings.
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              records detail

page
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3 Emotions in SPAS

3.1 Introduction

The objective  of  Pilot  3  is  to  utilize  acoustic  emotion  recognition  from the  MixedEmotions
platform. The obtained data will help with the rating of recordings in Call Centers. Together with
other parameters that are already used (especially cross-talks, speed of speech, speaker’s turn
count, keyword spotting for emotion words) it will help to detect problematic parts in recordings
and scripts.

Functionalities, which can help identify emotions in the speech (recordings) and analyze these
parts,  are  important  for  Call  Centers  because  these  are  the  key  moments  of  unsuccessful  /
successful calls. Supervisors / quality managers could use the information to improve results and
increase success (weaker agents in this area;  verbal  expressions and phrases that  cause these
emotions; also the phrases which are useful;  in a real-time, during a call,  warning for agents
which will help them handle the situation ...).

Two new functionalities have been introduced in SPAS by the MixedEmotions project. The first
one is  emotion recognition using pre-identified emotion-specific keywords,  and the second is
emotion and sentiment recognition from audio signal or on the output of the automatic speech to
text.

These new functionalities will define three types of emotions in the speech: positive, neutral and
negative, and mark them in a call. This results can be used by different ways – for analysis and
statistics, training communication skills, to inform supervisors about problem in a speech in real-
time etc .

3.2 Visualization

3.2.1 Keywords

The application now lets setting the emotional index for each keyword. If the system detects the
keyword, it displays it in the corresponding color (red is negative / green for positive) in the
player.
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keyword definition

SPAS player

3.2.2  Acoustic emotion recognition
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The next visualisation is based on the module which recognize emotions from audio signal. We
use two continuous outputs between -1 to +1 which correspond to negative and positive emotion
respectively.  User  can define thresholds  for  the  positive  and negative emotions (for  example
positive emotion if the score is greater than 40 = 0.4).  These thresholds may be different for
individual jobs in campaigns and emotions.

statistics criteria

Next figure shows the player  which has a button for displaying the emotion recognition output. If
there is an emotion, it is shown as a curve at particular time: a red curve for negative emotions,
and a green one for positive ones. It also displays the confidence of the system - higher curve
represents more positive, while lower means more negative.
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SPAS player  

Also, on the record detail page there is the possibility to check results for different emotions 
thresholds in the campaign. According to the selected value is displayed the  emotion in the 
player.

record detail
page

Other places where user can check emotions results are the columns in the scoreboards for 
recording / agent:

campaign summary - agents' results
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records page

On the records’ page is the ability to filter results of emotions according to the job (different
results for different thresholds of emotions) or channel (agent / client).

3.3 Acoustic Emotion recognition module

This section describes the evolution of the “production” modules. The main idea was to build the
language independent emotion recognizer which would be easier to deploy for any language. But
results are in favor for the language dependent variant. In this regard, Phonexia and University of
Passau built 3 systems for the integration. 

3.3.1  Module v.1

This  module  works  on  the  utterance  level.  It  outputs  a  score  for  emotion  at  the  end of  the
utterance. It is trained on several databases in different languages.

Datasets:

We have used four emotional speech databases in different languages (German [1], English [2],
Roman [3], and Italian [4]). Some specifications of these datasets are given in table below:
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Corpora information and the mapping of  class labels onto Negative/Positive valence.   (#m):
number of male speaker, (#f): number of female speakers, (Rate): Sampling rate. Labels are:
(A)nger, (Sa)dness, (F)ear, (D)isgust, (B)oredome, (N)eutral, (H)appy, (Su)rprise, (J)oy

Corpus Language #m #f Rate Negative Valence (#) Positive Valence (#)

EMOD
B

German 5 5 16 A,Sa,F,D,B (385) N,H (150)

SAVEE English 4 0 44 A,Sa,F,D (240) N,H,Su (240)

EMOV
O

Italian 3 3 44 A,Sa,F,D (336) N,J,Su (252)

Polish Polish 4 4 44 A,Sa,F,B (160) N,J (80)
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Feature Extraction:

From each utterance we have extracted 6,373 features using openSMILE [5]. This feature set has
been used in Interspeech 2013 Computational Paralinguistics challenge [6]. 

The  ComParE feature  set  contains  functionals  of  acoustic  low-level  descriptors  (LLDs).  The
LLDs include  prosodic  features  (signal  energy,  perceptual  loudness,  fundamental  frequency),
voice quality features (jitter and shimmer of the fundamental frequency, voicing probability, and
the harmonics-to-noise ratio), spectral features (spectrum statistics such as variance, entropy and
energies in relevant frequency bands), and cepstral features (Mel-Frequency cepstral coefficients
– MFCC). From these LLDs, the first order delta coefficients are computed and both LLDs and
delta coefficients are smoothed with a 3 tap moving average filter over time. Then, functionals are
applied to the LLDs and their delta coefficients over a complete speech segment. The functionals
include statistical measures such as moments (means, variances, etc.), statistics of peaks (mean
amplitude of peaks, mean distance between peaks, etc.), distribution statistics such as percentiles
(especially quartiles and inter-quartile ranges), regression coefficients obtained by approximating
the LLD over time as linear or quadratic function and the errors between the approximation and
the actual  LLD,  temporal  characteristics  such as  positions  of  maxima and the  percentage of
values above a certain threshold,  and modulation characteristics expressed as linear predictor
(autoregressive) coefficients of a predictor of five frames length.

Feature Selection and classification:

A random forest with 30 trees has been used to rank the features. We selected 250 top ranked
features and trained a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier with linear kernel. This classifier
is trained on the concatenation of the four datasets. A 10-fold cross-validation yields about 80%
of emotion recognition accuracy.

3.3.2  Module v.2

This version of the module outputs the score for arousal and valence for each frame - every 40ms.
It is trained on several databases in different languages.
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Datasets:

Emotional databases in different languages and environments with both acted and spontaneous
emotions were used.  Emotional  labels  were mapped into 2-dimensional  model:  arousal  (i.  e.
passive vs. active) and valence (i. e. negative vs. positive) [7]. The final emotion is represented as
a point with real coordinates <-1, 1>. Details of each database are listed in the table below:

Distribution of arousal and valence values in each database, its language and whether emotions
are acted or spontaneous.
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name language
duration

[h:mm:ss]

arousal valence

low medium high negative neutral positive

ABC GER 1:14:51 0:03:35 0:40:25 0:30:51 0:18:51 0:40:25 0:15:34

AVEC2015 FRA 1:30:00 0:43:19 0:00:00 0:46:41 0:18:09 0:00:00 1:11:51

DES DAN 0:17:16 0:03:43 0:03:27 0:10:05 0:06:56 0:03:27 0:06:53

EMODB GER 0:24:47 0:06:46 0:06:51 0:11:10 0:14:55 0:06:51 0:03:01

EMOVO ITA 0:33:16 0:05:13 0:04:22 0:23:41 0:19:42 0:04:22 0:09:13

eNTERFACE ENG 1:07:04 0:12:02 0:00:00 0:55:02 0:46:43 0:00:00 0:20:21

Polish POL 0:09:14 0:01:38 0:03:16 0:04:20 0:04:32 0:03:16 0:01:25

SAVEE ENG 0:30:43 0:04:29 0:07:13 0:19:01 0:15:54 0:07:13 0:07:36

SRoL RUM 0:14:02 0:03:20 0:02:10 0:08:33 0:07:14 0:02:10 0:04:39

VAM GER 0:47:48 0:24:14 0:02:25 0:21:09 0:44:40 0:02:25 0:00:43

All 6:49:02 1:48:18 1:10:10 3:50:34 3:17:37 1:10:10 2:21:16
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Feature Extraction, Selection and classification:

Two sets of features were used: eGeMAPS and BN features. The former, an extended version of
Geneva Minimalistic Acoustic Parameter Set, was used as a baseline feature set for AVEC 2015
emotion recognition challenge [11]. These features were obtained using openSMILE toolkit [12].
First, 42 low-level acoustic descriptors (LLDs) containing spectrum, energy and voicing related
information are extracted from short speech frames. Second, functionals over 3s segments with
40 ms shift are computed. Functionals consist of mean, variance, percentiles, standard deviation
of slope and temporal features, leading to total vector size of 102.

The latter,  Stacked Bottleneck Features (BN) were originally used for language identification
[13], obtained using two Neural Network (NN) architecture. First, 24 MFCCs and 2 F0 related
features  are  concatenated  into  26-dimensional  vector.  Second,  11  frames  are  stacked  and  a
Hamming window followed by DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) are applied, leading to 156-
dimensional input feature vector. Configuration of both Neural NNs is 156x500x500x80. Output
from the first NN is stacked and forms context-dependent 400-dimensional input feature vector
for  the  second NN.  Output  from this  NN are  the  final  80 BN features  used in  our  emotion
recognition system.

System:

A single system is trained for each dimension (arousal and valence) separately and its scheme is
shown in the figure below. After feature extraction are applied voice activity detection (VAD),
global mean and standard deviation normalization. 41 frames are stacked, downsampled (every
5th frame is taken) and used as input for the NN with one hidden layer trained as regressor. The
output of the NN is post-processed with a median filter of size 71 and every 40ms gives a real
value from -1 to 1 indicating either arousal or valence of current emotion.

3.3.3  Module v.3
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This version of the system focuses on Czech real Call Center data and therefore it was trained
only on  target  data,  described in  the  table  below.  The  data  was  manually  segmented  on the
speaker  level  and annotated on emotion level.  The system scheme is  identical  to  the  one in
section 3.3.2 with minor changes in configuration. The number of stacked frames has increased to
71 and the median filter size to 121. Outputs for both arousal and valence are shown in the figure
below.

Distribution of arousal and valence values in used Czech Call Center data.

name
duration

[h:mm:ss]

arousal valence

low medium high negative neutral positive

Call Center1 2:09:16 0:05:42 1:18:42 0:44:53 0:25:49 1:18:42 0:24:45

Call Center2 1:21:41 0:07:10 0:39:33 0:34:58 0:33:13 0:39:33 0:08:55

All 3:30:57 0:12:51 1:58:15 1:19:51 0:59:02 1:58:15 0:33:40
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Output of the system for one recording for both arousal (top) and valence (bottom). Horizontal
axis represents sequence of frames with step 40ms. Values in green and red represent positive and
negative emotion respectively. The thresholds were experimentally set to ±0.1.

3.3.4 Results

This section shows the comparison of the results between the systems. The table below compares
and shows the improvement on several databases between multilingual system v1 versus v2. 

Comparison of unweighted average recall (UAR) of systems v1 and v2 for both arousal and
valence, evaluated on utterance level. Leave-one-database-out cross validation was used in case
of system v2.
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arousal

test db

system

v1 v2

DES 71.00% 54.49%

SRoL 69.00% 69.58%

VAM 70.00% 73.35%

valence

test db

system

v1 v2

DES 50.00% 53.37%

SRoL 55.00% 50.99%

VAM 50.00% 65.80%
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Then are shown in the next table the results of the multilingual system v2 and monolingual v3 on
target data from Czech Call Center. The test were made in the Czech call centers and the results
clearly tend towards the monolingual systems. The main problem here is to get annotated data or
annotate  data  for  each  language  that  we  have  deployed.  Our  plan  is  to  have  both  systems
implemented in the SPAS and  use the emotion recognition system trained for the particular
language whenever we have it, and using otherwise the multilingual system, even if it has lower
recognition accuracy.

Comparison of utterance level unweighted average recall (UAR) of systems v2 and v3 for both
arousal and valence.
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arousal

test db

system

v2 v3

Call Center1 60.44% 70.07%

Call Center2 61.63% 66.49%

valence

test db

system

v2 v3

Call Center1 53.61% 72.27%

Call Center2 50.00% 61.19%
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3.4 Sentiment Recognition

It has been shown that sentiment recognition from reliable textual content has higher accuracy.
Audio and video could help to improve results when either the textual content alone does not
provide high F1-measure or the ASR is error-prone [17, 18]. Our pilot is working only with the
acoustic data, but we can transcribe acoustic by our Speech To Text module and get the textual
transcription of the acoustic data. 

This section describes the comparison of different sentiment recognizers on the customer data
from 3 different English call centers. There is a comparison of all English sentiment analyzers
available in MixedEmotions platform delivered by different partners.

3.4.1 Customer Data

Phonexia  has  a  partner  on the USA market  -  TranscribeMe -  working  with  call  centers  and
providing  them  transcriptions  of  the  calls.  We  thus  availe  of   either  manual  or  automatic
transcriptions on which we can run sentiment analysis and do not need to convince partner to
deploy more hardware for the automatic speech transcription.

We  selected  3  customers  of  TranscribeMe  for  the  pilot  tests  for  emotion  recognition.  The
language used in all three cases is English and each of the customers is a help desk call centrum,
all working in different fields:

1. Call center 3 - Lease-to-own retailer

2. Call center 4 - Accommodation service - looking for rent, complains about neighbour, …

3. Call center 5 - Tax preparation service

To get quantitative results, we decided to annotate 300 calls from each client. We have a 5 grades
annotation scale from negative to positive sentiment in the call: 

 Very positive: positive sentiment + happy, excited voice
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 Positive: positive sentiment with neutral voice

 Neutral: neutral, describing sentences

 Negative: negative sentiment with neutral, calm voice

 Very negative: negative sentiment + anger, screaming

Different parts of the call can have different emotions. The annotation level is on words - thus
each word can have a different emotion in the call.

We discovered that most of the calls in the call  centers have neutral emotion. To bypass this
phenomenon, we decided to make a smart selection of the calls for annotation, focusing on the
emotional calls. We have run 2 sentiment analyzers (PHX - LSTM and BUT - VADER described
in the following section) on several thousands of calls from each client, and selected 100 calls
from each category:

 100 most positive files - both sentiment analyzers agreed on positive emotion

 100 most negative files - both sentiment analyzers agreed on negative emotion 

 100 files with least sentiment agreement between both sentiment analyzers

We then manually annotated these 300 calls. The next table describes the distribution of the files
and sentences given the annotated emotion. 30% of them have been annotated by the time of
submission of this report. The final results of this test will be reported in the final exploitation
deliverable.

Distribution of emotions for TranscribeMe data on file- and sentence-level.  Currently there is
30% of the whole dataset annotated.
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files

db negative neutral positive

Call center 3 37 9 34

Call center 5 37 10 75

sentences

db negative neutral positive

Call center 3 402 160 342

Call center 5 211 103 608

3.4.2 Sentiment Analyzers

We used the sentiment analyzers available in the platform or the one offered as services by the
partners of MixedEmotions project. This section shortly describes each analyzer that was used
later in the test.

NUIG Sentiment analyzer

The system from National University of Ireland, Galway, uses a Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) architecture implemented in Keras 1.7. As features, pre-trained GloVe word embeddings
of 200 dimensions [16] are used. The CNN has one hidden layer of size 40 and 25 bi-gram filters
and an output layer of size 3 with softmax activation, giving probability of each class.

The sentiment classifier is trained on SemEval2013 dataset, which comprises of 6284 tweets with
14% positive, 36% negative and 50% neutral labels. The unweighted average recall (UAR) in 3-
class task on tweets and reviews is 66% and 59% respectively.

BUT - VADER

Valence  Aware  Dictionary  for  sEntiment  Reasoning  (VADER)  [15]  was  designed  to  extract
sentiment  from social  media  text  using sentiment lexicon and rule-based model.  The lexicon
consists of 7500 words, including emoticons and abbreviations and was labeled by 10 annotators
using  crowd-sourcing  platform.  Several  rules  are  then  applied  on  the  input  text  to  extract
sentiment to handle negations,  capitalized text,  punctuation,  etc. The UAR in 3-class task on
tweets and reviews is 52% and 59% respectively.

BUT - LINGPIPE
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Lingpipe1 system is based on bag-of-words model using 10-gram features and utilizes Support
Vector Machine (SVM) and Naive Bayes classifiers. Texts are classified into 3 classes: negative,
neutral and positive.

The  system was  trained  on  multiple  databases  including  SentiWord,  movie  reviews,  product
reviews, Sanders, Sentiment140 and STS-Gold. In total they include 244875 labeled texts. The
UAR in 3-class task on tweets and reviews is 40% and 75% respectively.

BUT - STANFORD

The system developed by Stanford NLP Group [14] extracts sentiment from phrases of any length
using Recursive Neural Tensor Network (RNTN). A phrase is first parsed into a binary tree and
each leaf  node  (word)  is  represented  as  a  vector.  RNTN then  computes  parent  vectors  in  a
bottom-up fashion and classifies the vector representing the whole phrase into five classes: very
negative, negative, neutral, positive and very positive.

The model  is  trained on Stanford Sentiment Treebank.  It  includes 215154 labeled phrases in
11855 sentences from movie reviews. The UAR in 3-class task on tweets and reviews is 39% and
58% respectively.

PHONEXIA - LSTM

The current system from Phonexia is based on Long Short-term memory recurrent neural network
architecture shown in the next figure. Word embeddings from RNN language model of size 640
are used as input features2. The current network for sentiment recognition has two LSTM layers
including one fully connected layer, all of size 80. The output layer of size one gives the posterior
probability of positive sentiment for the whole sentence.

1 
2
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Word embeddings are trained on broadcast news with a vocabulary of approximately 80k words. 
LSTM network is trained on twitter data3 split into training, development and test set with 
1518273, 1000 and 2000 sentences respectively. The accuracy on the test set is of 81%, which 
corresponds to the best result numbers reported on this data.

3.4.3 Results

We evaluated the performance of the sentiment analyzers on the currently available annotated
data described in the previous section, and we compared it with the baseline multilingual acoustic
system described in section . Because of the unbalanced classes, we chose Unweighted Average
Recall (UAR) as an evaluation metric. The table below shows that for sentiment extraction, the
use  of  automatic  speech  recognition  is  close,  in  some  cases  even  better  than  using  manual
transcriptions. It also confirms that the sentiment recognition gives better results than the acoustic
based system.

3 
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Comparison of UAR of sentiment analysis from manual and automatic transcriptions in 3-class
(negative, neutral and positive) sentiment classification task. The performance of the baseline
acoustic system is in the first line.
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Call center 3

system manual automatic

acoustic - 0.362

lingpipe 0.414 0.403

stanford 0.548 0.521

VADER 0.580 0.595

NUIG 0.341 0.369

PHX - SNN 0.566 0.536

PHX - LSTM 0.565 0.547

Call center 5

system manual automatic

acoustic - 0.345

lingpipe 0.441 0.482

stanford 0.535 0.579

VADER 0.572 0.551

NUIG 0.486 0.356

PHX - SNN 0.533 0.556

PHX - LSTM 0.581 0.603
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The following figures illustrate the performance of the sentiment analyzers together with the
acoustic system on a few examples. The thick blue line represents the sentiment values reference
and the automatic transcription is colored according to PHX - LSTM output (black means neutral,
red is negative and green is positive).

Example 1

1. I did not have a problem they were actually good.

2. Great I have rented from you guys for years. 

3. And

4. That's a little store they are awesome so I have no problems or no complaints thank you.

Example 2

1. I got lousy service.

2. And I will never go back i've been ***.
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3. As long as I can remember and I will never go back there again lousy service i've ever
gotten in my life.

Example 3

1. Yes I am very much satisfied. 

2. Representatives there were very much helpful. 

3. And they're very much dedicated to their job and their customers. 

4. It's Rob are that works at the desk. 

5. He had took the time out working hours to come make sure that me and my husband
ahead television we purchased a television and I am very much please. 

6. And. 

7. I can't even describe. 

8. How good he was. 

9. And customer service was friendly service and everything. 
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10. That is a awesome and great store.
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4 Speech To Text

Speech transcription is one of the most useful module. If we had perfect transcriptions, we could
use  tools  already  developed  for  text  analysis  like  topic  detection,  sentiment  recognition,
summarization, search, … . But at the moment the system is not good enough to be able to be
used in real life. The following graph shows the accuracy of the best transcription systems in the
given recording condition.
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Dictation  systems  reach  the  best  performance  (98-100%),  because  they  use  speaker  specific
models and the speakers are trained to speak to the software in proper way. Performance for
studio recordings (95%) is also good[19, 20], because it is read speech, it is high quality and there
is reasonable amount of data to use for speaker adaptation. But from this point the performance
starts  to  drop.  Common read speech with noise/reverberation has  85-90% accuracy [19,  20].
Transition from read to conversational telephone speech shows another degradation, to 75-80%
[21] and the presence of noise makes it lowering down to 70% [21]. The last bar in this graph
shows performance for the devices which use radio transmission like walkie-talkie, where the
accuracy is in the range of 30-50% [22].

We believe this is the right direction for this Pilot and in general for call centers applications. We
worked on improving the speech transcription module and other pilots in the project benefit from
higher performance of this module too. In reality, it is very hard to deploy speech to text modules
in  the  call  centers  because  it  runs  very  slow.  We  thus  use  acoustic  keyword  spotting  with
predefined keywords instead. But this approach does not give the overall picture of what is in the
call - it is thus useful for testing phases but the transcription is much more useful for analysis and
definition  of  the  keywords.  The  table  below shows the advantages  and disadvantages  of  the
acoustic keyword spotting along with the speech transcription in the task of keyword spotting.
Generally the speech transcription is better as keyword detector but it runs much slower, needs
more data for training. However, it needs no rerun if the keyword exists in the dictionary of STT
in contrary to keyword spotting.
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Keyword Spotting Speech Transcription

Speed [RT] 20 faster 0.7

Dictionary need to rerun with newly
defined keyword

spot everything what is in
the dictionary

Performance  on  Keyword  spotting
task

50-70% 80%

Training  requirements  in  hours  of
transcribed acoustic data

10 hours 100 hours

+ text data for Language
model

Number of spotted words up to 1000 10k-1000k
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Next table describes our effort in improving the STT module. The baseline column describes the
speech transcription engine at the beginning of the project, which is purely based on acoustic
features and GMM modeling. New systems also incorporate nowadays popular features derived
from DNN, the so called bottleneck features. We also integrated a better decoder and a language
model with speaker adaptations (whenever there is reasonable amount of speech available). The
version 2 of the model is a system purely based on Deep Neural Network and decoder scheme,
which keeps the same or better performance with smaller demand on hardware. Last two columns
report our effort from December 2016. STT v2.0 reaches remarkable improvement in speed and
shows  a  slight  decrease  of  memory  usage  while  also  improving  the  absolute  recognition
performance by 4%. Last column,STT v2.1, shows the results for the same system as v2.0 but run
with different decoder setting optimized to run faster with very small performance degradation
(we optimized mainly the amount of active tokens in the recognition network and pruned out all
tokens with likelihood below threshold). This system can process 1 minute of audio in 35 seconds
on  one  core.  Generally  our  system  performs  on  various  challenging  test  sets  (spontaneous
telephone data) with an average accuracy of 75%, and other tests on clean microphone data reach
more  than  90%  performance.  These  results  from  the  end  of  the  year  2016  is  definitely
encouraging on working on sentiment recognition as presented in the previous section.  
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baseline prototype V1.0 V1.1 V2.0 V2.1

Word  accuracy  Set1
[%]

60.5 71.2 74.7 74.5 78.24 76.95

Word  accuracy  Set2
[%]

67.8 70.8 74.7 73.9 78.77 77.52

Memory[GB] 0.9 - 9.7 2.4 2.1 2.1

Speed [faster than RT] 1.4 0.05 0.2 1.4 1.2 1.7

Initialization time [s] 0.3 - 125 2.2 2.0 2.0
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The STT module is ready in the platform for use within the consortium partners in other pilots.

5 Big Data

Speech Engine

Phonexia’s Speech Engine (former REST Server) integrates most of the technologies from our
core  speech  library  called  BSAPI  (Brno  Speech  Core  API).  The  Speech  Engine  is  a  server
application  that  uses  REST  (Representational  State  Transfer)  API  architecture  as  access  to
processing data.  The Speech Engine provides  basic  operations  such as  creating files,  getting
information  about  the  file,  processing  test  files  with  selected  technologies,  etc.  The
communication between server and client is realized over HTTP protocol. For data exchange,
JSON and XML formats are used.  The main advantages of the REST API are its  simplicity,
reliability and scalability.

The Speech Engine also provides the stream processing with some additional technologies (see
next chapter). The stream processing allows to send data directly to the Speech Engine for real-
time processing. The data can be retrieved from a PBX (Private Branch Exchange)4, or the client
can simply provide the data  directly through his microphone.  The client  continually receives
results from the technologies during the stream processing.

Phonexia’s  Speech  Engine  allows  simple  way  of  using  and  integrating  most  of  our  speech
technologies with the following advantages: 

- Easy-to-try speech technologies available via REST API

- Deployment on cloud 

- Quick deployment and development of client application

- HTTP API (independent of the programming language)

4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IP_PBX
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- XML/JSON responses

- Advanced Voice Biometrics features extension

- Capacity of running multiple technologies/models (technology instances management)

- User’s administration functionality

Supported technologies

Phonexia’s Speech Engine can supports most of Phonexia speech technologies:
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Technology name Abbreviation Stream support

Speech to Text STT ✓

Speaker Identification SID ✓

Language Identification LID ✗

Gender Identification GID ✗

Keyword Spotting KWS ✓

Diarization DIAR ✗

Voice Activity Detection VAD ✓

Age Estimation AGE ✗

Speech Quality Estimation SQE ✗

Time Analysis TAE ✓
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Load Balancing and mass processing

The  speech  processing  is  a  challenging  proposition  for  computing  power  across  different
technologies. Fortunately,  computers are already very powerful at handling the entire process
within a reasonable time. The problem occurs when it is necessary to handle a large number of
recordings per unit of time, usually a day (see the section 2.1 and 2.3 for amount of data per day
in callcenter). Even the most powerful hardware is not able to process all the data within one day.
Therefore it is necessary to divide the work among multiple physical machines. Also, from an
economic  standpoint,  it  is  much  more  expensive  to  buy  one  latest  hardware  than  few  less
powerful machines. The division of work between multiple machines needs to involve a whole
process of load-balancer, which distributes tasks according to the actual length of audio, the given
technology and its demand of queue for each machine in the hardware. The following picture
illustrates the architecture:
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The  load  balancer  accepts  an  HTTP request  for  recordings’ processing  and  distributes  them
among the cluster of SPE servers. It maintains a list of SPE servers along with informations on
which technologies are initialized on each of them. This allows to include SPE with specialized
hardware for some of the technologies. It is also possible to dynamically modify lists of SPE
using the REST API. This fact brings unlimited possibilities for the processing of large number of
recordings,  and  also  provides  a  flexible  and  scalable  system,  as  it  is  possible  to  add
SPE/computers on demand.
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In next table we compare a few different architecture schemes. First is the case of only one SPE
directly processing the recordings. Second are two SPE connected behind the load balancer. The
third case shows four SPE connected behind the load balancer, and finally, the last one shown the
case four SPE, but  with a regular distribution of task (first  task goes to first  SPE, second to
second, … fifth to first SPE, ...). The table shows that there is a nice trend with adding more SPE
and  computers  in  the  processing  pipeline.  However,  proper  handling  of  the  audio  files  and
technologies is also very important. Random or serial distributions do not utilize the servers that
well and cause that some servers are waiting between or at the end of the requests.

1 SPE 
(baseline)

2 SPE with LB 4 SPE with LB 4 SPE regular 
distribution

Time 80 Hours 40 Hours 20 Hours 28 Hours

Time % to baseline 100 % 50% 25% 36%
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For speed tests, we have used 100 hours of audio of random length (in between 1 and 20 minutes
per audio file) and processed them with English Speech to Text engine. Our plan is to run much
bigger tests in the future.

6 Conclusion

The SPAS solution is  designed to help Call  Centers to  monitor their  traffic,  agents and also
clients. 

This  document  describes  the  structure  of  our  SPeech  Analytic  Solution  (SPAS)  and  the
implementation of emotion recognition from audio signal. Two new functionalities for emotion
recognition were added to SPAS. The first one is based on pure audio signal and the second one is
based on detecting keywords which have been assigned a positive or negative emotion label. The
supervisor of the Call Center is thus able to see the ranking of the “suspicious” calls and focus on
listening only at the bad ones. Emotion recognition greatly helps to detect such calls. 

SPAS generates  also reports  for  a  given period of  time  and  with the  possibility  to  see  the
different statistics for the agents and their trend in time.

Our  future  work  will  focus  on  improving  the  accuracy  of  the  acoustic  emotion  recognition
module, and the sentiment recognition one. We are still gathering feedback from customers for a
better visualization of emotions, mainly for the audio signals and in the reports. Next we will
continue working on the speech to text engine, improving its robustness, performance and speed.
The ultimate goal is to have STT and sentiment recognizer which would help us to analyze all
call  centers’ data  and to   define appropriate  keywords for  detecting emotion states  or  words
preceding or leading to a meaningful emotional state of the client. 
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